Teen Horror Novels
(Ages 12-18)

Thief of Always

By Clive Barker
Mr. Hood's Holiday House has
stood for a thousand years,
welcoming countless children
into its embrace. However,
Harvey soon discovers that Mr.
Hood is not the philanthropist
he seems.

Haunting of Alaizabel
Cray
By Chris Wooding
Thaniel, a wych-hunter, works to
track down the fearful creatures
that lurk in the Old Quarter of
London. It is on one of his hunts
that he encounters Alaizabel
Cray who is half-crazed, lovely,
and possessed.

Down a Dark Hall

Wake

By Lois Duncan
Kit knows that evil awaits her in
the dark halls of Blackwood
School for Girls, but she is not
yet aware that it has already
entered her life. The terror is
real, but it's only in her dreams - and who will believe that her
dreams are reality?

By Lisa McMann
Janie is sick of getting unwillingly
sucked into people’s dreams.
She thinks she’s seen it all. Then
she falls into a gruesome
nightmare, one that chills her to
the bone. For the first time, Janie
is more than a witness – she is a
participant....

Wounded

Lord Loss

By Stephen Cole
Kate vows she’ll never give in
to her werewolf heritage, but
when she falls for the wereling
Tom, she finds she may not be
able to control her feelings.

By Darren Shan
When Grubbs Grady first
encounters Lord Loss and his
evil minions' he learns three
things: the world is vicious,
magic is possible, and demons
are real.

The Love Curse of
the Rumbaughs

Hell Phone

By Jack Gantos
Ivy discovers the Rumbaugh
family curse, and, as the years
go on, that it holds a strange
power over her and her mother.

Something Wicked
This Way Comes

By Ray Bradbury
When Cooger and Dark's
Pandemonium Shadow Show
rolls into Green Town, Illinois
two boys are drawn into its
secrets as they confront a
nightmarish evil.

By William Sleator
Nick’s used cell phone seems
like a bargain until the phone
calls start. Slowly Nick finds
himself committing crimes.
Stealing, lying… and killing.

Daemon Hall
By Andrew Nance
After becoming a finalist in a
horror writing contest Wade and
four others go to Daemon Hall to
spend an evening with famous
author Ian Temblin, but the hall
has horrors of its own in store…

